ZYTO Balance Training Video Links

This guide provides links to training videos to answer your specific questions about ZYTO technology and the ZYTO Balance software.

**Top 5 Frequently Asked Questions**

1. **What do the dR values mean?**
   - Deviation Ratio (dR): [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kx1bAE2CEk](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kx1bAE2CEk)
   - [https://youtu.be/aSu7115dTPs?t=8m5s](https://youtu.be/aSu7115dTPs?t=8m5s)

2. **Does it matter if they are positive or negative?**
   - Positive vs. Negative Responses (+ and -): [https://youtu.be/-vuUhRESHTo](https://youtu.be/-vuUhRESHTo)

3. **How do I interpret the reports/graphs?**
   - Report Interpretation: [https://youtu.be/dzssqakjjzs?t=3m9s](https://youtu.be/dzssqakjjzs?t=3m9s)

4. **Why do the results on the Four Core Systems page differ from the charts in the other pages?**
   - [https://youtu.be/z7pG39DpPmA?t=4m37s](https://youtu.be/z7pG39DpPmA?t=4m37s)
   
   The Four Core Systems and 6 Lifestyle Areas are arranged in alphabetical order on the 4 Core Systems/Lifestyle Results Page. These 10 items are scanned and their individual dR responses are shown as an overview, or "Big Picture" perspective, in order to identify a few top areas of the report you may want to focus on. Further down on the report, each of those 10 areas have their own specific pages, which allow a more in-depth and thorough analysis when found relevant by you and your client. The dR values shown on the initial bar chart DO NOT indicate how many items may be out of range for that particular area, but instead represent the body's response to that specific Virtual Item.

   In contrast, when looking at each specific page for the 4 Core Systems or Lifestyle Areas, you'll find the associated Virtual Items that are out of range or that have a zero (0) dR value. These are considered to be relevant data points for further analysis, and are arranged by Absolute Max to Min as opposed to alphabetical order as found on the Four Core Systems/Lifestyle Results Page. Absolute Max to Min means dR values are displayed from highest numbers (regardless of + or -) to lowest numbers.

5. **Why am I getting so many 0.00 responses? And what do they mean?**
   - 0 dR Response / Non-Response: [https://youtu.be/dzssqakjjzs?t=3m9s](https://youtu.be/dzssqakjjzs?t=3m9s)
   - [https://youtu.be/z7pG39DpPmA?t=13m56s](https://youtu.be/z7pG39DpPmA?t=13m56s)

**General Topics**

- 0 dR Response / Non-Response: [https://youtu.be/dzssqakjjzs?t=3m9s](https://youtu.be/dzssqakjjzs?t=3m9s)
- [https://youtu.be/z7pG39DpPmA?t=13m56s](https://youtu.be/z7pG39DpPmA?t=13m56s)

- All Products by dR Report: [https://youtu.be/aSu7115dTPs?t=17m36s](https://youtu.be/aSu7115dTPs?t=17m36s)

- Archive a Client: [https://youtu.be/50GP5CRv5Hw?t=10m11s](https://youtu.be/50GP5CRv5Hw?t=10m11s)

- Balance Re-Scan: [https://youtu.be/50GP5CRv5Hw?t=16m23s](https://youtu.be/50GP5CRv5Hw?t=16m23s)
  - [https://youtu.be/aSu7115dTPs?t=3m19s](https://youtu.be/aSu7115dTPs?t=3m19s)

- Balancers vs Stressors: [https://youtu.be/aSu7115dTPs?t=9m13s](https://youtu.be/aSu7115dTPs?t=9m13s)

- Email Setup: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FYAMRejc3T8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FYAMRejc3T8)

- Export Clients: [https://youtu.be/50GP5CRv5Hw?t=6m40s](https://youtu.be/50GP5CRv5Hw?t=6m40s)

- Header or Cover Page Customization: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iKaZdx6uJ_c](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iKaZdx6uJ_c)
  - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9k-vu9dAg64&t=10s](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9k-vu9dAg64&t=10s)

- Inventory: [https://youtu.be/50GP5CRv5Hw?t=4m39s](https://youtu.be/50GP5CRv5Hw?t=4m39s)
  - [https://youtu.be/aSu7115dTPs?t=4m4s](https://youtu.be/aSu7115dTPs?t=4m4s)

- My Clients: [https://youtu.be/50GP5CRv5Hw?t=8m23s](https://youtu.be/50GP5CRv5Hw?t=8m23s)

- New Appointment: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2-CoVP_Xn4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2-CoVP_Xn4)
Positive vs. Negative Responses (+ and -): https://youtu.be/-vuUhRE5HTo

Preferences: https://youtu.be/k66kpcvTQtg?t=11m10s

Release Your License: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6XBRpB5T9t0
https://youtu.be/k66kpcvTQtg?t=8m59s
https://youtu.be/k66kpcvTQtg?t=3m28s

Remote Scanning - Client: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WnXx-arYgqZ&t=2s

Remote Scanning - Practitioner: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=63jnKZTwGq&t=2s

Report Interpretation: https://youtu.be/dzzsqakjzs?t=3m9s

Services: https://youtu.be/50GP5CRv5Hw?t=1m40s

Session History: https://youtu.be/50GP5CRv5Hw?t=7m57s

Sync: https://youtu.be/k66kpcvTQtg?t=9m21s

Top Products by Category: https://youtu.be/z7pG39DpPmA?t=10m18s

**ZYTO Terms and Definitions**

Biocommunication: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGsKQ9FBqgiU

Biomarkers: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1W7xtq4_x2o

Biosurvey: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bnNu3rVT0DE

Deviation Ratio (dR): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kx1bAE2CEk
https://youtu.be/aSu71l5dTPs?t=8m5s

Dynamic Baseline: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dX-iawB2EX0

Energetic Coherence: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V05xlaDr5ew

Galvanic Skin Response: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DF236ZbDcoM

Range: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=th5WwU0crC4
https://youtu.be/50GP5CRv5Hw?t=13m35s
https://youtu.be/aSu71l5dTPs?t=4m48s

Vectors: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dzzsqakjzs&t=7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26bxWeRp5nq
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9482w5fzuE
https://youtu.be/aSu71l5dTPs?t=13m17s
https://youtu.be/z7pG39DpPmA?t=11m36s

Virtual Items: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-vuUhRE5HTo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ErCRktX8WSQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFTSympo65s
https://youtu.be/50GP5CRv5Hw?t=1m5s